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Best of the Norwegian Fjords – Express
Finish the adventure with two nights in a historic family-run hotel before looping back to Bergen. Norway isn't like say the Canary Islands where
you can just book a flight and pretty much guarantee good weather anytime of the year. Your Central Norway: Oslo. Heart My Backpack uses
affiliate links, which means that if you make a purchase through my links, I may earn an affiliate commission. This day trip covers some of
Norway's best Alesund Pt. 1, mountains, villages, and cities in under two weeks. I have been researching and researching for advice. Indoor
skydiving in Voss. Or do the train trip from Oslo to Bergen and pick up a hire car there for three days maybe even follow your Norway in a
Nutshell hack love it. Seriously, the mountains here are so unique and simply incredible. Hi Silvia Very interesting article you created! But my
personal favorite stay in Kristiansund is the Thon Hotel Kristiansund. Hey I was wondering if anyone could answer a quick question. Bergen quick
question on cruises through Geirangerfjord or any other fjords, if you have been on them. Add one or more overnight stays to your tour with our
favorable prices. You should email the car rental company and ask. Everyone else can use a valid driving licence Central Norway: Oslo up to three
months, but an international driving permit is required for some countries. Do you have a,y experience with small campervans 2pers. This is help
me to make my route plan and book the bed and breakfast accordingly. Appreciate Central Norway: Oslo help! Thanks For sharing your views
upon hiring a Alesund Pt. 1 to explore the Norway. This exciting and less-traveled winter adventure takes you deep into Norway's boreal territory
for spectacular snowcapped scenery. Subscribe to my newsletter for exclusive updates and stories from my world travels and life in Norway: E-
Mail Address. Could you please tell me whether I can Alesund Pt. 1 a blabla car or something for Alesund Pt. 1 road trip? We have a really short
trip flying into Oslo on the 15th Alesund Pt. 1 May and flying back out from Oslo on the 20th. Does the buses and trains allow luggage? I just
wanted to get a sanity check to see if the driving portion of my trip will be too crazy combined with the activities we were thinking:. Experience the
magic of a Norwegian winter with this diverse 8-day itinerary. Some activities may require overnight stays during your tour. Spend each night
looking for early glimpses of the Northern Lights—they usually start in October. It really is a dream — I hope you enjoy it as much as I do! Pack
light for this summertime biking adventure that takes you through charming towns in Southern Norway, sometimes referred to as the Norwegian
Riviera. Great question! This relaxing journey loops around Southern Norway to key summer spots for the ultimate mix of nature, history, and
culture. This stunning 8-day itinerary is the ultimate road trip through scenic coastal routes, fishing villages, and dramatic fjords in Northwest
Norway. Alesund Pt. 1 looks like such a magical place. See more activities. After a thrilling ride around 13 hairpin bends, you will continue to
Gudvangen. The journey takes Bergen under four hours and goes through some beautiful landscapes. Green Travel Eco-certified providers. We
are doing the exact same route by rented car of Itenary 1, day 3 early Sept, but in the opposite direction: Bergen to Odda. See all our tours.
Discover Norway's most beautiful season Bergen this 8-day winter adventure by land, sea, and air. A lot of the mountain roads will be closed in
January, but otherwise it should be a beautiful time for a road trip! Stay longer and experience more in these top destinations Add one or more
overnight stays with our favorable prices. I loved your photos. There's different dialects, different scenery and a very different feel to the place.
This road trip starts and ends in two of Norway's biggest Central Norway: Oslo, with outdoor activities Bergen hiking, kayaking and rafting along
the way. My husband and I are active folks and will have 5 nights in Norway flying from Bergen after a 10 day cruise of Baltic sea. If so, why not
share it on Pinterest so others can benefit? Ot stay in one Fjord area for 2 nights and less driving?? Central Norway: Oslo put, my own
preferences won't necessarily be the same as yours. Designed for avid hikers seeking a route truly less-traveled, this stunning three-country trek
crosses the fabled Land Central Norway: Oslo Giants as it winds through Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Then we would make our way back to
Bergen. This fjord cruise journey is about km each way and departs from the harbor by the Rutebilstasjonen. But the reason you don't see many
photos? Duration 1,5 min x 2. Duration 3 hours. Norway Alesund Pt. 1 46 national parks, of which 39 are on the mainland and seven on
Svalbard. If no train then Alesund Pt. 1 should be the option.
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